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About This Software

Between 2007 and 2013 there were more than 28,000 reported cases of unruly passenger incidents. Air Rage is a 90 second
Virtual Reality piece that illustrates how changes to air travel may have led to increased aggression among passengers.
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Title: Air Rage
Genre: Education
Developer:
Emblematic Group
Publisher:
Emblematic Group
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 64

Processor: i6 Intel

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 980

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space
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Very nice to have some fun in a fighting\/co-op couch game!. Was one of the games that trapped me for hours, the strategy,
tactical and simulation, all in the same game. One of the games that really deserves a proper sequel. This game gets a 10\/10 for
me simply for being the first game where I legitimately didn't want to turn around to see whatever was behind me. It's super rare
for a game to creep me out that badly, but First Winter did just that and then some. Plus, there was a good amount of 80s
nostalgia with the movie posters, music, and commodore 64 (!), which also is an instant thumbs up in my book. The visuals are
really unique and the sound design is fantastic -- if you haven't played the original game, Pacific, I'd highly recommend
checking that out as well.

Overall, Dan Sanderson ended up making one of the best indie games I've played this year by far, and possibly one of my
favorite horror games I've ever played.. I love this game and so does my wife, we take turns from being the cook or the waiter
and can turn into crazy fun and good way to learn how to communicate better wih others a must have, one playes the VR and the
other plays on the computer making so you don't need anouther VR. Super cool

Edit: They also added an update for cupcakes now!! hard at first but fun when you understand you can stack the cupcakes.
Game feels buggy as hell. the camera does what i it wants. You die with out explanation several times. The graphics are horrible,
the characters look like the only emotion they can show is plastic surguery.
The scares are there and yes you will be creeped out. The story is wierd and split in to three parts as you play different
characters.

If your out of games like outlast and dark decent then give this a try if you need a fix but please do everything you can to find a
different game before giving this a try.

. Don't be fooled by the nudity tag its more or less sfw but this game is good -_- never ends
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Best DLC ever.. In interesting insight into humans and their flaws...

Plenty of interesting characters with deep backgrounds.

Story is interesting (though some endings are definitely stronger than others).

Took me about 12 hours to get all the endings. Fast forward feature makes this quite simple.

Overall would definitely recommend, especially to those not familiar with the VN medium.. I was not expecting much but then i
think it is worth to play...especially when you're looking for something "casual" not too "flashy"
. The controls are awful, the game is keyboard only, the graphics are terrible, the audio quality is bad, ... Do NOT buy unless
you have a lot of patience, and are extremely nostalgic for the game. I love the Monkey Island games, but this definitely the
worst one.

Basically you spend most of your time fumbling around on the arrow keys to awkwardly move around each area (no point and
click, or cursor), and see if a prompt comes up telling you that you can do something. Even if it just kept the point and click
mechanics instead of "Tank controls" for the 3D environments this game would be 10x easier to play. As another reviewer said,
you have to basically "dry hump the entire scene looking for objects to interact with" because Guybrush has to be right in front
of the person/object, and facing the exact angle to be able to do anything. It's extremely frustrating given how awful the controls
are, and how much time it takes to do this in every single area.

The move to 3D was an extremely poor decision, and unlike the previous three games (OG and the remasters) which all had
interesting art styles that made every scene fun to explore, this game is incredibly ugly and frustrating.

This game is not at all fun to play, avoid it like the plague.. nice game you get to create stuff then destroy it
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